
CURRICULAM
1. We have core subjects like Maths, Science, English, Hindi, Malayalam, G.K, Social

Science, Moral values, Physical Education and skill subject (402) for class - VI to X in the

academic curriculam of 2023 - 24 .

2. We have included Art Integrated in all subjects along with Sports, Story Telling and ICT
in our pedagogy.

3. Emphasis is given on digital literacy and multi linguialism in teaching is provided
 .Maintain continuous tracking of learning outcomes of each child which helps to plan

remedial tracking properly.

5. EK - Bharath - Shresht Bharath activities are included along with Yuva Club
6. Different club activities and are being organised and carried out time to time.
7. Different academic activities are included and recorded.

8. We have included two PE Periods and library Periods in our day -to- day timetable.
9. We promote bagless days in which children are provided with exposure to disclose them to

field visits and other non-classroom activities.
10. We have separate exam pattern for Pre-Kg Nursery clasSes and upto std - 2.
11. We have Exam for complete academic session for std-3 to 5, 6 to 8 and 9 to 12.
(5+3+3+4) Periodic Tests are being conducted and Intemal Assessment are being done on a
regular basis. Annual exam for all classes (expect class -X&XII) are condupted in the
month of March. There will be Revision extrms and Model exams for Std - IX, X & XII
apart from the other exams

12. We prepare syllabus for each subject and revision of the progress is done at the
month of the subject council meeting

13. Lesson plans for each subjects will be submitted in advance by the teachers.
14. Sqaa activities are included
15. Teachers are familiar with NEP and NCF. They need to maintain their dairy &
cumulative record.

16. Capacity Buitding Prbgrammes are attended timely.
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